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Hassan Erraji
Awal Mara

450007 >> 794881915026 >> CD

Hassan Erraji is back with a brand new album, full of cracking 
new songs produced by Kaiser Chiefs and Embrace producer 
Dave Creffield, and a fantastic dynamic young band to show 
that he is still one or the most important and influential artists 
on the world music stage. 
Hassan Erraji is a sightless Moroccan Master Musician - a 
singer songwriter, multi instrumentalist, entertainer, arranger 
and composer with a highly respected international reputation
and an inimitable stage presence, part oud-flailing Hendrix, 
part transmitter of ancient culture.
He first rose to prominence as part of the UK’s nascent “world 
music” scene in the early 80s, and released a trio of albums 
with his then band Arabesque on the Riverboat label. Hassan 
has graced major stages in many countries worldwide. 
Awal Mara (“Love at First Sight”) is a collection of love songs, 
an extraordinary outpouring of emotion, of love of life, that 
would be exceptional in a young man just starting out on life’s
adventure and which are all the more poignant and powerful 
coming from the mouth and pen of one with such depth of 
experience. Love allows the blind man sight.

Expect widespread coverage in both national and specialist 
press for this eagerly anticipated and long awaited major new 
release!

1.   Awal Mara  3.58
2.   Saraha  3.30
3.   Mounyati  3.35
4.   Haili Ayouma 4.32
5.   Samitat Ajam 4.16
6.   Safir  3.44
7.   Blani Alhawa 4.24
8.   Akhadh Aqli 2.53
9.   Malak  3.52
10. Douka Dance 3.06

Hassan Erraji – oud, qanun, violin, darbouka, 
keyboard, nay and vocals 
Ben Stevens – drums, percussion
Kenny Higgins – bass
Yasmin Erraji – backing vocals

All tracks composed by Hassan Erraji
Produced by Hassan Erraji
Recorded and engineered by Dave Creffield at 
The Analog Rooms Recording Studio, Elland
Mixed and mastered by Carl Rosamond at The 
Billiard Rooms, Leeds

UK tour dates
Sept 26 Barnsley Diversity Festival
Oct 6  Nottingham Djanogly Theatre 
Oct 12  Manchester Band on the Wall 
Oct 19  Sheffield University Firth Hall  
Oct 21  London Passing Clouds
Oct 23  Bridlington Musicport Festival 
More dates tbc

Posters and flyers will be available to publicise 
the album and tour

ADVERTISED IN FROOTS, SONGLINES & R2

up to the minute info at:
myspace.com/hassanerraji

PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
6th September 
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Awards and accolades have been pouring 
down on Vijay Iyer, making him the most talk-
ed-about and exciting young painist on the 
block. Of course he has many albums already 
under his belt (mostly for Pi Recordings) and 
his trio debut for ACT “Historicity” made a big 
splash, but it is surely this new solo work that 
will really see Vijay achieve his potential as the 
next jazz piano star. From reworkings of Mi-
chael Jackson’s “Human Nature” and Elling-
ton’s “Black & Tan Fantasy”, to a Steve Cole-
man cover and a track dedicated to Sun Ra, 
this album fully propounds Vijay’s status as 
a musician of vivid imagination and consum-
mate skill.

Vijay Iyer
       Solo

ACT9497-2 >> 614427949721 >> CD digipack

1. Human Nature (Steve Porcaro/John Bettis) 
2. Epistrophy (Thelonious Monk/Kenny Clarke) 
3. Darn That Dream (Jimmy Van Heusen/Eddie 
DeLange) 
4. Black & Tan Fantasy (Bubber Miley/Edward K. 
“Duke” Ellington) 
5. Prelude: Heartpiece (Vijay Iyer) 
6. Autoscopy (Vijay Iyer) 
7. Patterns (Vijay Iyer) 
8. Desiring (Vijay Iyer) 
9. Games (Steve Coleman) 
10. Fleurette Africaine (Edward K. “Duke” Ellington) 
11. One For Blount (Vijay Iyer) 

Recorded and mixed at OTR Studios, Belmont, Califor-
nia in May 2010

The great pianist/composer Vijay Iyer has received the 
prestigious American Jazz Journalists Association Jazz 
Award 2010 as Musician Of The Year. 

The Jazz Journalists Association Jazz Award is one of 
the most important international jazz awards. The win-
ners are determined by an independent jury of promi-
nent jazz journalists. By receiving the award, Vijay Iyer 
ranks with previous awardees such as Herbie Hancock, 
Ornette Coleman, Wayne Shorter and Dave Holland.

UK PR by AirMTM

2009 acclaim for Historicity by the Vijay Iyer Trio:
#1 Jazz Album of the Year - Village Voice Jazz Critics Poll 
#1 Jazz/Pop Album of the Year - The New York Times 
#1 Jazz Album of the Year - National Public Radio, U.S.A. 
#1 Jazz Album of the Year - Los Angeles Times 
#1 Innovative Jazz Release of 2009 - Chicago Tribune 
#1 Best Jazz of 2009 - PopMatters.com 
#2 Jazz Album of the Year - JazzTimes Poll  
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STEVE TURRE
Delicious and Delightful
HighNote   HCD7210   632375721022
CD     
Few can match Steve Turre’s skill as a trombonist. His technical mastery, which has seen him 
win five Down Beat polls, goes hand-in-hand with a deep respect for the music that has gone 
before him. Since his formative experience as a teenager playing alongside the great saxophon-
ist/flautist Rahsaan Roland Kirk, Turre has gone on to play with many artists including Ray 
Charles, B.B. King, Woody Shaw, Art Blakey, Dizzy Gillespie and McCoy Tyner.  His versatility 
has also seen him collaborate with Latin jazz greats and he can also be found playing in Cuban 
maestro Arturo O’Farrill’s orchestra. Turre is also an acclaimed shellist, or conch player, extract-
ing warm lyricism from this unusual instrument from the seabed.  On this, his fourth HighNote 
release, Steve is joined by tenor sax great Billy Harper and piano giant Larry Willis, with whom 
Steve had worked in the band of Woody Shaw.  If ever an album lived up to its name, it is Steve 
Turre’s Delicious and Delightful.

DANILO REA
Danilo Rea at Schloss Elmau
ACT    ACT9759-2   614427975928
CD digipack    
Subtitled “A Tribute to Fabrizio De André”, this album by the Italian pianist Rea is a melodious 
and technically brilliant homage to the songs of his fellow countryman. De André’s songs are the 
ideal inspiration for Rea’s creative power - a long overdue opportunity to get to know two of Italy’s 
most important musicians in one go.

FREDDY COLE
Freddy Cole Sings Mr. B
HighNote   HCD7214   632375721428
CD     
Freddy Cole is an engaging and accomplished performer, telling musical stories in a warm, expe-
rienced voice which is sometimes reminiscent of older brother Nat.  For over 50 years, Cole has 
known how to make an audience and a listener feel comfortable and the know-how is all here on 
his sixth HighNote release.  Freddy often cites the great Billy Eckstine as a major influence on 
his style and performing the repertoire of the older singer on this wonderful CD has inspired him 
to some of his best work.  With Houston Person augmenting his regular band and Freddy’s 
autumnal baritone, expressive phrasing and insightful way with a lyric out in front, these per-
formers are the perfect choice for these songs forever associated with “Mr. B,” Billy Eckstine.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Magic Moments 4 : Jazz is Cool
ACT    ACT9550-2   614427955029
CD digipack    
The fourth volume in ACTs hugely popular Magic Moments label sampler series, with a full col-
our 80-page catalogue included. 18 tracks (two previously unreleased) from recent ACT albums, 
with artists including est, Vijay Iyer, Jan Lundgren, Lars Danielsson - total time 68:50.
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ANTHONY BRAXTON & GERRY HEMINGWAY
Old Dogs (2007)
Mode Avant   MODEAVANT9/12 764593100928
4xCD          
Anthony Braxton: Eb Sopranino, Bb Soprano, Eb Alto, C Melody, Eb Baritone, Bb Bass 
and Bb Contrabass saxophones
Gerry Hemingway: Drums, Marimba,Vibraphone, Steel Drums,Wood Blocks, Triggered 
and Non-triggered Samplers, Harmonica,Voice, Percussion

Deluxe four CD set includes 12-page book with session photos. Each disc features one 
long improvised piece (of approx one hour length).

“We recorded the material in the summer of 2007 in four one hour long sessions 
recorded at Wesleyan University. Anthony played his entire family of saxophones, sans 
the tenor, no clarinets this time, and I had marimba, vibes, steel drum, electronics and 
of course trap set for my pallette. Each hour, for me, retained a definitive character at 
the same time as exploring an extremely wide range of material. Other than a short 
encore at Ulrichsberg I have not played with Anthony since the final performance of the 
quartet in early 1994. I can not convey what a connection I experienced in this reunion. 
There is a sense of mutual understanding that runs very deep in these explorations, 
informed both by the many years spent together on the road and from where are paths 
have led us since that time. I am very grateful that this occured.”
Gerry Hemingway

Lee KONITZ / Don FRIEDMAN / Attila ZOLLER
Thingin
Hatology   HATO692   752156069225
CD digipack   
Konitz on alto, Friedman on piano and Zoller on guitar on this live trio set originally 
issued in 1995. 
A warm and relaxed set, aptly desribed in the sleeve notes thus: “What they have dis-
covered on this particular occasion is an area of engagement free as the breeze—or 
perhaps three breezes that momentarily meet, tangle, blend, and dissolve, warm and 
invisible, in their own sweet way.” 

SUN RA ARKESTRA 
Sunrise in Different Dimensions
Hatology   HATO698   752156069829
CD digipack   
A new issue of this album of 71 minutes of prime Sun Ra recorded live in Switzerland 
in 1980. The Arkestra on this occasion featured an array of five saxophonists/flautists, 
trumpeter, two drummers and Ra at the piano, on a selection of standards and Ra 
originals.
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DON FRIEDMAN SALZAU TRIO
The Composer - Live at Jazz Baltica Salzau
Enja    ENJ91872   767522918724
CD digipack      
The septuagenarian West Coast pianist Friedman and his trio, plus the Gerdur 
Gunnarsdottir String Quartet and special guest Gary Smulyan on baritone sax, live at 
the Jazz Baltica festival in Salzau, Germany. 

FLORIN NICULESCU
Django Tunes
Enja    ENJ95592   063757955924
CD digipack    
The Romanian violinistis a musician of impeccable technique and astounding virtuos-
ity, and has been heralded as the musical heir to Stephane Grapelli. It is obvious why 
on this excellent recording of Django tunes, in the company of David Reinhardt, 
Samson Schmitt and others. 

SIXUN 
Live In Marciac
Futur Acoustic  F216    794881971923
CD+DVD digipack  
This triumphant concert by the “Afro-Parisian-funk-jazzers” (also described as “the 
European Weather Report”) was recorded at the Marciac jazz festival in France in sum-
mer 2009, during an extensive tour in celebration of the release of Sixun’s ninth album 
“Palabre”. 

JAZZ BALTICA ENSEMBLE
One For Three - The Jones Suite
Enja    ENJ91892   767522918922
CD digipack      
The Ensemble, directed by Johannes Enders, pays tribute to the three great brothers 
of modern jazz - Elvin, Thad and Hank Jones - on this recording from the 2008 Salzau 
festival. Hank himself, who recently passed away, guested on one track.

SOPHIE ALOUR
Opus 3
Plus Loin   PL4524   794881955824
CD digipack      
Third album from the young French saxophonist who won the 2007 Django D’Or prize. 
Sophie is an outstanding talent, best-known as sidewoman in Rhoda Scott’s quartet, 
who here leads her own trio of tenor/soprano sax, bass & drums.
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FLO BUBLYS’ BRUMCALLI
Privatleben
ITM    ITM14158   4250079711284
CD         
Young German band invoking the spirit of New Orleans marching bands, but substituting the 
Elbe for the Mississipi. Superb interplay by the five-strong horn frontline, with Bublys on 
drums.

G9 GIPFEL   
Berlin
Jazzwerkstatt  JW080   4250079758579
CD          
Gerhard Gschlößl (trombone), Axel Dörner (trumpet), Wanja Slavin (alto saxophone), Tobias 
Delius (tenor saxophone), Rudi Mahall (bass clarinet), John Schröder (guitar), Alexander von 
Schlippenbach (piano), Johannes Fink (double bass), Christian Lillinger (drums).

A summit meeting of German avant garders in a new 9 piece band put together by Gschlößl;  
powerful, intuitive jazz exploration by master craftsmen, scaling the heights in Berlin.

KNEEBODY
You Can Have Your Moment
Winter & Winter  910165-2   025091016525
CD digipack      
By combining sophisticated compositions and virtuosic improvising, the American avant-garde 
band Kneebody has created a diverse, loyal fan base in the United States and Europe. The five 
musicians Ben Wendel (saxophone and bassoon), Adam Benjamin (keyboards), Shane Endsley 
(trumpet), Kaveh Rastegar (bass) and Nate Wood (drums) can in the meantime look back on 
almost ten years of band history. They received a Grammy nomination in 2009 for their first 
Winter & Winter album »Twelve Songs by Charles Ives« with singer Theo Bleckmann. The band 
has become the state of the art in genre-bending postmodern music.

UWE OBERG & EVAN PARKER
Full Bloom
Jazzwerkstatt  JW092   4250079758302
CD         
The first encounter between these two old hands in the realms of free improvisation, Oberg on 
piano and Parker on tenor saxophone, recorded live in Oberg’s home town of Wiesbaden, 
Germany, in June 2008. 
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THEO BLECKMANN
I Dwell in Possibility
Winter & Winter  910168-2   025091016822
CD digipack   
In five years Bleckmann has recorded a variety of very different projects from jazz to pop and to 
new music. This, his first solo work, is an album about the sonic beauty of the voice. Using the 
full range of his voice, Bleckmann has developed a diverse catalogue of sounds and extended 
techniques but stays away from gimmickry or vocal trickery, instead he uses sounds with preci-
sion and weaves them into his compositions and arrangements making it sound less like a cata-
logue of tricks and more like invocations. 

theo bleckmann � I dwell in possibility
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RYAN KISOR QUINTET - Live at Smalls
SL0001 / 884501267106

KEVIN HAYS TRIO - Live at Smalls
SL0002 / 884501267113

DAVID KIKOSKI TRIO - Live at Smalls
SL0003 / 884501267120

PETER BERNSTEIN QUARTET - Live at Smalls
SL0004 / 884501267137

STEVE DAVIS QUINTET - Live at Smalls
SL0005 / 884501267144

IAN HENDRICKSON-SMITH - Live at Smalls
SL0006 / 884501267151

NEAL SMITH QUINTET - Live at Smalls
SL0007 / 884501313322

SEAMUS BLAKE QUINTET - Live at Smalls
SL0008 / 884501313308

JIM ROTONDI QUINTET - Live at Smalls
SL0009 / 884501313292

ETHAN IVERSON / ALBERT TOOTIE HEATH / 
BEN STREET - Live at Smalls
SL0010 / 884501313247

PLANET JAZZ - Live at Smalls
SL0011 / 884501313193

smallsLIVE is the live-perfomance label for Smalls Jazz Club, 
located in Greenwich Village, New York City.

smallsLIVE is dedicated to the idea that jazz is best heard in a 
live context, with minimal editing, captured in the full sponta-
neous moment in which it was created.  smallsLIVE artists are 
not placed under any constraints in terms of material, length of 
cuts or personnel.  the aritst chooses all the takes.  the presen-
tation is that of being at the live show.

CD slimline digipack
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MOZAFAR SHAFII & THE RÂST ENSEMBLE
Mozafar Shafii & The Râst Ensemble
Ocora    C560228   794881969524 
CD hardback digipack World/Iran 
Shafii and the ensemble introduce listeners to a music which will appear new but at 
the same time ancient by its roots, where the intimate association of vocal art with 
poetry is brought to its highest level. Shafii is a protege of the great Mohammed Reza 
Shajarian, who has assembled a superb cast of young Iranian musicians to perform the 
repertoire.
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EDGARD RAVAHATRA
La Route des Époques
Futur Acoustic  F215    794881965922
CD digipack   World/Madagascar 
Born in Madagascar, Edgard Ravahatra has travelled a lot to follow his father working 
in the army, to Egypt, Morocco and to Marseille. He then settled near Saint-Etienne 
where he set up his first band (Pêche Melba) in the late 70’s. He becomes a barman at 
Palais des Glaces, where among many he meets West Indian percussionist Henri 
Guédon who invites him for his first studio session and Nina Simone for whom he plays 
the guitar. Back to Saint Etienne, he starts writing and understands that music will be 
his his job. In 1994, he releases his first album “Les Enfants du Soleil”. His second 
album “T. Rien” is released in 1998.
Edgard is a talented guitarist-writer-composer-singer who surfs on different musical 
universes, cleverly mixing chanson, world music and blues with the greatest simplicity. 
He employs a large cast of musicians on this new album, including Malagasy super-
stars Tarika Sammy and Rajery.
Playlisted in fROOTS (Aug/Sept)

ARASH KHALATBARI
Hedonistic Salvation in La Chapelle
Iris Music   3002020   3464630020208
CD     World/Iran 
Arash is a versatile and self-taught Iranian artist born in Teheran and based in Paris 
since 1984. He was a member of experimental/industrial band VOX POPULI, who 
released three LPs, and later was a founder member of the trio EKOVA - a band that 
drew a lot of attention at the release of their first album (on Sony) in 1998, for the 
originality of its musical alchemy between world and electronica. Throughout these 
years he also collaborated as a percussionist on many live and recorded projects in 
the Parisian world music scene (Kurdish, African, Indian, Jewish and Arabic). 
Today Arash has produced his solo musical project, a synthesis of his diverse experi-
ence. Not a traditional musician in the true sense, his essence has assimilated the 
cultural melange of Paris, such as “La Chapelle”, the area where he lives and which 
can only be discribed as a hot bed of the East infiltrating the West. 
Arash played a London gig early in 2010 to great acclaim, with exposure through the 
Asian Network and BBC Persian TV. This new album will further establish him in the 
UK, as a world-dance-electronica artist of massive talent and potential.


